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HONEYWELL DOLPHIN 70e BLACK  
 
Melbourne March 7th 2013, Gamma Solutions introduces the Honeywell Dolphin 70e Black 
an enterprise hybrid device for field professionals.  
 
The new Honeywell Dolphin 70e Black is a pocket-sized smart device which allows 
professionals in field-based work environments to scan and capture data as well as access 
the internet.  It features a ruggedized package that will withstand drops, submersion in 
water with up to 12 hours of battery life.  The Dolphin 70e Black is sleeker and lighter 
than a typical automatic identification and capture (AIDC) industrial device, but tougher 
than a consumer-grade phone. 
 
Field service professionals can go from the warehouse to the job site and provide better, 
faster service due to the enhanced communication capability of the smart device.  
 
A nurse in a hospital can downsize from carrying a phone, pager and scanner to a single 
device that goes from triage to office. For retail workers, the device can access product 
information, look at inventory or be used to call another employee inside or outside the 
store for assistance. The Dolphin 70e Black is targeted to meet the needs of the growing 
mobile workforce, which is projected to reach 1.3 billion by 2015. 
 
About Gamma Solutions 
Gamma Solutions Pty Ltd (www.gammasolutions.com) is an Australian owned company, 
based in Melbourne, with offices in Sydney, Brisbane, Adelaide and Perth. Founded in 
1992, the company provides all the components of mobile computing, RFID and data 
collection systems such as portable terminals, barcode scanners, barcode printers and 
wireless networks; as well as professional services including systems analysis, design 
and implementation, middleware software and training. Gamma Solutions is committed 
to providing the highest level of customer service by providing good and services 
Australia wide as well as in New Zealand. For more information visit 
www.gammasolutions.com 
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